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Tax Law

European Tax Law Seventh Edition, Volume II (Student Edition)
Marie Lamensch, Madeleine Merkx

ISBN: 9789403542010 • Price: € 64 - £ 55 - $ 75
Release date: January 2022 • Format: Softcover

European Tax Law in this Student Edition offers a systematic analysis of EU secondary legislation in 
the field of indirect taxation. This book analyses current secondary legislation instruments regulating 
administrative cooperation in the field of indirect taxes, and legislation concerning customs duties, 
value-added taxes, excise duties and environmental taxes including car registration and plastic 
tax. The Student Edition is a comprised version of the Full Edition, leaving out material that is less 
relevant for students.

European Tax Law Seventh Edition, Volume II (Full edition)
Marie Lamensch, Madeleine Merkx, Martijn Schippers, Ilona van den Eijnde

ISBN: 9789403542041 • Price: € 82 - £ 71 - $ 97
Release date: December 2021 • Format: Hardbound

As a concise, authoritative analysis of a complex field in the area of tax law, this book will be of 
immeasurable value to professionals in legal and business communities. It is intended as a reference 
book for tax advisors, (corporate) lawyers, regulatory authorities, policymakers and academics in 
the tax community, providing an in-depth understanding of the EU regulatory framework applicable 
to indirect taxes.
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Credit Method Compatibility and Constraints under EU Law:
An Analysis of the Case Law of the CJEU
Rita Julien

ISBN: 9789403523637 • Price: € 157 - £ 139 - $ 179
Release date: January 2022 • Format: Softcover

This book, a timely, exhaustive and pragmatic study of the relationship between the credit method 
and EU law, will be highly appreciated by lawyers and other professionals working with taxation 
matters, as well as by tax policymakers and academics in the fields of international and European 
tax law.

Klaus Vogel on Double Taxation Conventions, Fifth Edition
Ekkehart Reimer, Alexander Rust

ISBN: 9789403513003 • Price: € 450 - £ 400 - $ 513
Release date: January 2022 • Format: Hardbound

All the information you need to confidently advise on issues such as the taxation of income, taxation 
of capital and the elimination of double taxation; Know that your advice to clients is based on the 
most up-to-date and respected information available, from an outstanding team of editors and 
authors.


